User Design in SRM

Purpose
This page is to introduce the basic structure and definition of an EBP user in SRM system.

Overview
In this article, it is a brief introduction of an EBP user.

Definition
What is an EBP user?
It is same as SU01 user plus the following:

- Business partner
- Position for each user
- Further technical objects (central person)
- 6 relations between these objects

Technical Structure of User
For an EBP user, it should be assigned under organization which then can be used for purchasing documents. The structure is shown as below:

To show the relationship clearly, it is displayed with tables to represent this:
For an EBP user:

- Get PARTNER GUID and PERSNUMBER

- Name of Person

- Store relationship between user and its assigned organization (set User's BP in field 'PARTNER2')

- Store the addresses for the user and its assigned organization (insert user's PERSNUMBER to get the results)

Here, for field 'COMP_PERS', if it is 'C', this is the address of company; if it is 'P', this is the address of the person.

For an organization:

- Store the partner number

- Store the address for organizations

- Store address types, such as ship-to-address

- Store address details. For field "PERS ADDR", if it is empty, this means it is company address; if it is 'X', it is Home Office of Person.
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